Making Gifts of Stock

Thank you for supporting the mission of the Reading Center/Dyslexia Institute of Minnesota.

The Reading Center accepts transfers of stock as a charitable donation.

Account advisor: Daryl Schulz or Steve Colebeck
DTC: 0793
Account #: 8401-2481

Our account is with Stifel Nicolas. Please contact Daryl or Michelle to inform them of the upcoming transfer.

Contact Michelle for paper stock certificate and transfer agent gifts.

To reach Daryl Schulz with questions, please call:
507-288-9622
1-800-333-6010
Daryl.d.schulz@stifel.com
Assistant: Michelle Backholm

To reach the Reading Center with questions, please call:
507-288-5271 and ask for Cindy Russell, Executive Director.

Thank you for joining with the Reading Center/Dyslexia Institute of Minnesota in building confidence, inspiring hope and enhancing success for children in Southern Minnesota and beyond!